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Completing Body Venture

Body Venture is over and you can congratulate yourself on a successful day! What’s next?

There are several important things to do to finalize the Body Venture experience:

- Be sure to thank volunteers who helped throughout the project! The people who set up and took down the exhibit and the volunteers who worked in each exhibit station were key to the success of the day. Let them know they were appreciated! There is a sample thank you letter in the Appendix that you can adapt to fit your needs.

- Complete the Body Venture Evaluation found on pages 145-148 in the Appendix (Chapter 9) of the Body Venture Manual. We value your opinion! YOU can help us build on the success of Body Venture and improve the experience. Please take the time to complete the evaluation and return it when you remit your payment.

- Remind teachers that they have more classroom activities to implement—one for each of the Body Venture stations. Teachers will appreciate a thank you note, too!

- Share your enthusiasm for Body Venture with teachers, administrators and parents in other schools. Encourage them to request Body Venture for their school next year!